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GSCO Toolkit: International Day of the Girl
WHAT IT IS: On International Day of the Girl (IDG), October 11th, the global community comes together to celebrate the 
power of girls and highlight, discuss, and take action to advance the rights of and opportunities for girls everywhere.

WHY WE CELEBRATE: Girl Scouts make the world a better place every day by taking action on issues they care 
about and dedicating many hours of service to their communities. Each girl has the power to exercise her 
potential, by recognizing the power of girls on International Day of the Girl. Starting on October 1, Girl Scouts also 
participates in the 11 Days of Action in advance of IDG.

THEME: The United Nations and UNICEF set a theme for International Day of the Girl which changes each year and 
it is usually released in mid-August.  The activities in this toolkit are applicable for any year.
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This toolkit has been a wonderful compilation of ideas and resources, and we are thankful for the following groups:

☙ GSUSA – Global Action Days Toolkit

☙ Girl Scouts of Maine for creation of this toolkit. 

Introduction
In this kit, you will find suggested activities to make planning a successful International Day of the Girl. The goal is 
to help you plan hands-on activities that will get the girls excited about International Day of the Girl.
In this kit, you will find:

☙ Suggested activities for each level

☙ Materials lists for each activity to take the guess work out of what you need

☙ Badge and Journey links for each activity

☙ Additional resources for International Day of the Girl

International Day of the Girl Activities
ACTIVITY PLANNING:
Behind every amazing activity is great planning. Take the time to plan your International Day of the Girl activities. 
These next few pages will help you in planning some amazing activities.mRemember these are only some 
suggested activities for each level. Your girls may decide to do activities from other levels or other resources – it is 
‘Girl Led’ and what interests the girls.
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Start-Up Activities
As girls arrive, encourage them to work on a start-up activity. The start-up activity is designed to introduce the 
girls to the purpose of International Day of the Girl.

“It’s a Man’s Job!  But We Can Change That!”
Girls will look at a display of occupations and discuss if women can also do that job, or is it strictly a man or 
woman job. Younger girls will have pictures, and as progression the occupations will be words and more difficult/
obscure occupations. The goal is for the girls to realize that women and men can have the same jobs, and it is up 
to them to make those changes.

Materials

☙ Occupation Pictures (Appendix A)

☙ Occupation Words (Appendix A)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting, print the pictures and words from Appendix A or come up with
other/additional occupations

☙ Prior to the event or meeting, determine if the girls are going to write their answer or rearrange
the pictures/words

☙ Prior to girls arriving, either display/arrange the occupation pictures/words in a random order so the
girls can easily see

☙ Have the girls either write their answers or rearrange the pictures/words in the following categories:

• Which occupations they think both women and men can do

• Which occupations they think are strictly for a man

• Which occupations they think are strictly for a woman

Debrief/Discussion

☙ Ask the girls – Did they have any occupations that were strictly for a man or a woman?  Why?

☙ Why do they think more women are not doing some of these occupations?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Lupe Petal  ☙ GS Ways Badge ☙ GIRLtopia Journey

☙ Tula Petal  ☙ Amuse Journey ☙ Bliss Journey

☙ Gloria Petal  ☙ Media Journey

“What Difference Does A Name Make?”
Jobs are often identified by titles that cause us to think in terms of gender. For many years, certain jobs were only 
performed by men or by women. But as more women have entered the workforce, jobs once reserved for a certain 
gender have changed. For example, policemen and firemen, were once male dominated fields, and housewife, 
nurse, teacher were once female dominated fields. New titles, such as Homemaker, Police Officer, Fire Crew 
are replacing the former gender specific job titles, changing to reflect the changing workforce and to be more 
inclusive. Some titles are harder to change. Foreman is still used to describe the person in charge of a worksite, 
and we’re surprised when our nurse is a male. Gender based labels reflect our past, and as careers change, more 
men and women are crossing over the “gender” line to work in these jobs. Let’s consider the words we use to 
describe jobs.
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Materials

☙ Gender Specific Flashcards

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Make Gender Specific Flashcards (3x5 index cards) with suggested words from Appendix B or
come up with others

• Depending on the size of the group, may need to make two or more copies

☙ Hand the Gender Specific Flashcards out to groups of girls

☙ Ask the girls to come up with terms that are gender neutral, such as:

• Flashcard:  Policeman – new term could be Police Officer

• Flashcard:  Fireman – new term could be Fire Crew

Debrief/Discussion

☙ Ask the groups to report back; what was on their Gender Specific Flashcard and their gender neutral
suggestion

☙ Ask if they were in this role, how would they feel being referred to in the ‘gender specific’ term? Why do
they think the ‘gender neutral’ term is more empowering?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Lupe Petal ☙ GS Ways Badge ☙ GIRLtopia Journey

☙ Tula Petal ☙ Amuse Journey ☙ Bliss Journey

☙ Gloria Petal ☙ Media Journey

“It’s a Girl Thing;  Or It’s a Boy Thing”
Girls will walk around looking at everyday items on display and vote at each item – is a ‘girl’ thing or a ‘boy’ thing?  The 
goal is to help the girls to realize that society and media has assisted in defining what is a ‘girl’ thing or a ‘boy’ thing.

Materials

☙ Voting Containers for each item (preferably containers where other votes can’t be seen)

☙ Voting Objects; One for Girl, One for Boy, One for Both  (examples: Pink, White & Blue paper cut into small
squares, Red, White & Blue poker chips, Red, White & Blue M&Ms…)

☙ Everyday Objects, such as:

• Soccer Ball, Football, Baseball, Frisbee, ext.

• Apron, Measuring Spoons, Stirring Spoon, ext.

• Matchbox car/truck, Barbie, Deck of Cards, UNO…

• Screwdriver, Metal Measuring Tape, Sewing Measuring Tape, Safety Pins

• Garden Gloves, Work Gloves

• And so on (Use your imagination)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Determine how the girls are going to vote (paper, chips…) and in what containers

• Arrange each everyday object with a voting container
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☙ As the girls arrive, give them their voting objects and explain:

• The girls walk around to each object

• Vote if they think It’s a Girl Thing or It’s a Boy Thing or Both by putting the appropriate voting object in
the container associated with each everyday object

• Example:  Everyday object is a lacrosse stick, and the girl thinks it is a boy thing, so in the container,
she would put in her vote for “boy”.

Debrief/Discussion
Go over the everyday objects, and ask the girls:

☙ Was there a lot of agreement on It’s a Girl Thing or It’s a Boy Thing?

☙ Why do you think there was?

☙ Where does the idea of It’s a Girl Thing or It’s a Boy Thing come from?

☙ Do you think it is true that there are just girl or boy things?

Note
For older girls, consider changing the objects to phrases.  The rest of the activity remains the same.  Some 
suggested phrases:

 ☙ Saying Sorry ☙ Sympathetic ☙ Compassionate
 ☙ Burping ☙ Farting ☙ Sweaty
 ☙ Generous ☙ Rescuing ☙ Diet Drinks
 ☙ Sensitive ☙ Cooking ☙ A Six Pack
 ☙ Rough & Tough ☙ Cars

Badge/Journey Links
 ☙ Lupe Petal  ☙ GS Ways Badge ☙ GIRLtopia Journey
 ☙ Tula Petal ☙ Amuse Journey  ☙ Bliss Journey
 ☙ Gloria Petal  ☙ Media Journey

LEVELS ACTIVITIES
The following activities are grouped by Girl Scout level, but again these are only some suggested activities for each 
level. Your girls may decide to do activities from another level.  Remember, it is ‘Girl Led’ and what interests the girls.

If your troop is multi-level or your event is for several levels look at All Levels Activities.  But also consider how an 
activity under the Brownie level could be modified to work for Daisies or Juniors – think progression – same activity 
only slightly changed so to ensure progression occurs for each level.

All Levels Activities
“The Watering Hole”
In parts of the world without running water, people must rely on an alternative: walking to water. It’s a physically 
demanding, time-consuming responsibility and one that almost always falls to females. For this activity, girls will 
carry ‘water’ increasing in weight or amount as the GS level progresses. The goal is for the girls to understand 
challenges faced by girls in developing countries and what they must give up in order to collect water for their 
families.

Materials

☙  Painter’s Tape or Masking Tape (Chalk if outside)

☙  Gallon Jugs (4) to demonstrate how much water a person needs a day
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☙  Buckets Option (works best – less mess):

• Buckets

• Unopened Canned Goods, preferably all the same size (canned soup works well).

☙  OR Containers Option:

• Screw top milk jugs (with lids) or 2-Liter soda bottles (with lids)

• Source of water to fill jugs/bottles

Material Notes

To add progression on this activity, the weight or amount carried is going to increase with each level, for example 
if using the bucket option for this activity, then Daisies will only add one canned good to their bucket, Brownies 
will add two cans and so on. If you are using the jugs/bottles option for this activity, the jugs need to have 5 equal 
marks on the sides with a permanent marker, for Daisy through Senior and Ambassador will be a full container.

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Set aside 4 gallon jugs to demonstrate how much water one person needs per day.

• Figure out a reference point in your local community for 3-4 miles, such as from Church A to School B
is 3.5 miles

• Determine how many girls will be ‘walking for water’ at a time. Ensure you have enough materials for
this amount.  See table below.

• Mark the girls’ “home” with tape. (Starting and Ending Point)

• Mark the “watering hole” with tape, at least 50 feet from “home”.  (Mid-Point)

• Bucket Option:  Place all canned goods at “watering hole”;  Place empty buckets at “home”

• Water Option:  Fill jugs/bottles to the appropriate line for Daisies through Ambassadors and place at
“watering hole”.  Place empty jug/bottles at “home”.

☙ Explain the activity to the girls. Stress this is not a race. To make it more authentic just as carrying water for
families, you may want to mix the levels so the girls do not turn it into a race. As you talk about the 
following, show the 4 gallon jugs and add in the 3-4 mile reference point in your local community.

“In parts of the world without running water, people must rely on an alternative: walking to water. It’s a 
physically demanding, a time-consuming responsibility and a task that almost always falls to females. 
On average, a person needs at least 4 gallons of water per day for drinking, washing, and cooking. On 
average, a woman walks about 3 to 4 miles usually one way, to get water for her family. When getting 
water is a children’s chore, girls account for 62% of children walking and carrying water.”

☙ The girls start at “home”, with empty bucket or jugs/bottles. Now it is time to go get ‘water’.

☙ The girls walk to the “watering hole” and get the daily water for their family. (Swap their empty jug/bottles
for the appropriate jugs/bottles filled with water; add the appropriate number of cans to their bucket; have 
a runner take the empty jug/bottles to “home”).

Level Bucket - Cans Jugs/Bottles
Daisy 1 bucket – 1 can 1 jug – Filled to Daisy Level

Brownie 2 buckets – 2 cans (1 per bucket) 2 jugs – Filled to Brownie Level

Junior 2 buckets – 4 cans (2 per bucket) 2 jugs – Filled to Junior Level

Cadette 2 buckets – 6 cans (3 per bucket) 2 jugs – Filled to Cadette Level

Senior 2 buckets – 8 cans (4 per bucket) 2 jugs – Filled to Senior Level

Ambassador 2 buckets – 10 cans (5 per bucket) 2 jugs – Totally Filled
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☙ Now the girls must determine how to get the assigned amount of water to their “home” given the various
filled containers of ‘water’.

☙ Girls carry their containers of ‘water’ to their “home”.

☙ Celebrate – the girls have reached “home” with their families ‘water’!  (As each girl completes, have a runner
take the jugs/bottles filled with water and the canned goods back to the “watering hole” to be reused).

☙ Note:  If time allows, or you want to add some additional interest… add a few of the obstacle cards from
Appendix C to some of the trips from the “watering hole” to “home”.

Debrief/Discussion
Discuss with the girls:

☙ Was it difficult to carry the water from the “watering hole” to your “home”?

☙ Did it take longer than you expected?

☙ Can you imagine having to carry back at least 4 gallons per person for your family every day, not including
laundry days, water for the garden or animals?  How much would that be for your family?

☙ If girls are spending just this amount of time carrying water for their family, what other things do they have
to miss? What might their brother(s) being doing while they are carrying water for the family?

☙ The watering hole might be a river, a hole dug to get water, or so on.  This is usually shared with wildlife and
livestock, plus it is used for laundry and bathing.  What other problems/issues may occur from using water 
from the watering hole?

☙ How do you think improved access to clean water might impact girls and women in these areas?

Badge/Journey Links

 ☙ Lupe Petal  ☙ GS Ways Badge ☙ Mission: Sisterhood Journey

 ☙ Tula Petal ☙ Wonders of Water Journey ☙ Your Voice, Your World Journey

 ☙ Gloria Petal ☙ A World of Girls ☙ Bliss Journey

 ☙ Rosie Petal  ☙ GIRLtopia Journey ☙ Justice Journey

“Play Ball”
Soccer is a game that is understood and played around the world.  Gender inequality happens around the world, 
even here in the United States.  Gender inequality is a result of the persistent discrimination of one group of peo-
ple based upon gender.  With this game, soccer is being combined with gender inequality to help girls understand 
the concept of why it is so important for gender equality.

Materials

☙ Access to playing area (gym, soccer field, parking lot…)

☙ Two goals (one larger than the other)

☙ Soccer ball (or similar ball that can be kicked and thrown)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Set-up the playing area. The area should be large enough for the girls to play, but not so large that they
are overwhelmed, suggest using half the soccer field if outside or something similar.

• Goals: If possible use goals already made for soccer, field hockey, lacrosse or such. One goal needs to
be larger than the other. If both goals are the same size, use cardboard to make the goal opening 
smaller than the other one.
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☙ At the event or meeting:

• Explain to the girls that they will be playing soccer with a few variations on rules, which you will go
over in a minute.

You are going to be playing soccer with a few variations on the rules.  Just play according to 
these rules right now – remember you are learning about gender equality.  When we are done we 
will discuss what you learned.

• Divide the group into two teams:  Daisy, Brownie, Junior on Team B and Cadette, Senior, Ambassador
on Team G.  The numbers should be 75% or more of the group on Team B and 25% or less of the group 
on Team G, with the youngest on Team B and oldest on Team G.

• Explain the rules to each team (Refer to Appendix D).  Remind each team the rules are different for
their team. (The rules are explained in Appendix D, so you can print just that page.)

• Ask if everyone understands the rules.

• The number of players on the field will depend on your space, but still use the 75% - 25% ratio.  The
remaining girls on a team will be on the sidelines cheering, waiting to be substituted. (See table for 
numbers on the field, not including goalies.)

 
• Play for about 2 minutes, then substitute players, and continue until everyone gets a chance to play. 
Remind girls on the sidelines to be cheering for their team.

☙ After the game ends, discuss with the girls:

• How did you feel to be on Team B?  How about Team G?

• Did you think the game was equal for both teams?  Why or Why not?

• Talk with the girls about:

Soccer is a game that is understood and played around the world.  Gender inequality happens around 
the world, even here in the United States. Gender inequality is a result of the persistent discrimination of 
one group of people based upon gender.  With this game, soccer was combined with gender inequality 
to help you understand the concept of why it is so important for gender equality.

• Did you realize Team B stood for Team Boys, and Team G stood for Team Girls?

Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ Why the 75% and 25% on the teams?
Today in 2019, in the US Senate there are 100 Senators and only 25 are women. That’s only 25% 
women representation which is better than the House of Representatives. The House has 435
Representative and only 102 are women. That’s only 23.4% women representation, but that is better 
that Governors! Of the 50 Governors, only 9 are women (yeah, Maine), and that is only 18% women 
representation!

☙ Now that you have played this soccer game and heard these facts, what would you like to see changed in
the world?

☙ What change could you make in your daily life to make others aware of this gender inequality? In your
community?  Your nation?  Your world?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Lupe Petal  ☙ GS Ways Badge ☙ Mission: Sisterhood Journey 

☙ Tula Petal  ☙ A World of Girls Journey ☙ Your Voice, Your World Journey 

☙ Gloria Petal  ☙ GIRLtopia Journey ☙ Justice Journey
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Daisy Activities
“Change the World!”
The Sesame Street Muppets sing "Change the World," a song to empower girls. Through song, it shows girls that they 
can do anything and be anything – Just dream big!  (Appendix E is reference for the lyrics of Change the World.)

Materials

☙ Access to youtube ☙ Laptop, Projector, Screen (if possible)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• View the youtube video:  Sesame Street:  Change The World  (www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9X0lI_Ol9Y)

 • Set up the location so the girls can view the video together.  Ideal set up is laptop with projector and
screen, but if not available consider what can be used for your location.

☙ At the event or meeting, introduce the youtube video: Sesame Street: Change The World (www.youtube
com/watch?v=f9X0lI_Ol9Y)

Let’s watch a video by Sesame Street, called Change the World

☙ After viewing the video, ask the girls:

• What did you think of the video and song?

• What was your favorite part?

• Shall we learn the song? (Play the video again as the girls learn the song.)

• If time:  Add dance moves to the song.

Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ So now that you have saw the video, learned the song, and learned you can do anything, what you want to
become when you grow up?

☙ How can you make your dreams come true?

Badge/Journey Links

 ☙ Lupe Petal ☙ Gloria Petal ☙ Vi Petal

 ☙ Tula Petal  ☙ Rosie Petal

“Girls’ Rights”
Most girls have played a Memory game. This is the same, except the cards contain some rights of girl worldwide.  
The goal of the game other than the girls finding matching cards is to learn about Girls’ Rights.

Materials

☙ Girls’ Rights Memory Cards (Appendix F)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Print and cut out the title and cards from Appendix F on card stock. Print at least one deck for every
two – four girls. You may want to use to use two decks per group, just to make the game longer as 
there are only 10 matches, and more review for the girls.

☙ At the event or meeting, introduce the game by asking:

• How many of you have played the Memory game, where you match cards with the same picture or words?

That is what we are going to play today, only our game is about the rights of girls around the world.
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• What do you think might be a girls’ right?  Maybe the right to education – to go to school?  Maybe the
right to health care – see a doctor for checkups and when she is sick?

• You will learn about these rights as you play the game.

☙ Playing Girls’ Rights:

• Set-up to play the game, by placing the title at the top, mix the cards up, and place face down.

• When a girl turns a card over, have her say “A Girl Has the Right to…” (which is the title), then read her
card. She may need help reading her card.  She needs to do this for both cards she turns over.

• If the cards match, remove the cards from the table.  If they do not match, turn them back face down.

• Play continues until all cards are gone.

☙ After playing the game, ask the girls:

• What did you think of these girls’ rights?

• Shall we play again?

Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ So now that you played the game and learned about Girls’ Rights, do you think girls have this rights ever
where in the world?  Why?

☙ Which rights do you think all of us need to help make people aware?

Badge/Journey Links

 ☙ Lupe Petal  ☙ Gloria Petal

 ☙ Tula Petal  ☙ Rosie Petal

Brownie Activities
“I Am A Girl!”
"I Am a Girl" is a video and song for girls released by PlayKids to celebrate Women's History Month and Internation-
al Women's Day in 2017.  Through song, it shows girls that they can do anything and be anything – Just dream big!  
(Appendix G is reference for the lyrics of I Am A Girl.)

Materials

☙ Access to youtube

☙ Laptop, Projector, Screen (if possible)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• View the youtube video:  I Am a Girl! Women's History Month for Kids, International Women's Day Girl
Power Song  (www.youtube.com/watch?v=qseEdAOWoWE)

• Set up the location so the girls can view the video together. Ideal set up is laptop with projector and
screen, but if not available consider what can be used for your location.

☙ At the event or meeting, introduce the youtube video:  I Am a Girl! Women's History Month for Kids,
International Women's Day Girl Power Song (www.youtube.com/watch?v=qseEdAOWoWE)
Let’s watch a video by PlayKids, called I Am A Girl!

☙ After viewing the video, ask the girls:

• What did you think of the video and song?

• What was your favorite part?
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• Shall we learn the song? (Play the video again as the girls learn the song.)

• If time: Add dance moves to the song.

Debrief/Discussion
Discuss with the girls:

☙ So now that you have saw the video, learned the song, and learned you can do anything, what you want to
become when you grow up?

☙ How can you make your dreams come true?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Free Being Me Badge  ☙ GS Ways Badge

“Because She is a Girl”
Not everywhere in the world do girls have the same rights or are treated the same as the girls in the United States.  The goal 
of this activity is to talk to the girls about how a girl around the world may be treated just because she is a girl.

Materials

☙ Paper ☙ Crayons

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Read over the story below, and determine if you want any props.  The names of the girls are mean
born on a day of the week, last child born or something similar.  This is not a true story, just one put togeth-
er for this activity.

☙ At the event or meeting, ask the girls:

• Do you think girls are treated the same all over the world?  If not, how might they be treated different?

• Ask them to listen to this story about Marianne and her adventures.

Somewhere in the world…

Marianne saw a girl called Zula who didn’t have enough clothes on to keep her warm. When Marianne asked 
her mother why she did not have more clothes on, the mother replied, “Because she is a girl.”

Marianne saw a family eating and noticed a girl called Efua only had a teaspoon of rice on her plate. When 
Marianne asked the family why she did not have a full meal like the rest of the family, the mother replied, 
“Because she is a girl.”

Marianne saw a girl called Akua standing, watching her brothers prepare to go to school.  When Marianne 
asked her mother why she wasn’t going to school, the mother replied, “Because she is a girl.”

Marianne saw a girl called Kunto just watching her brothers play with their friends.  When Marianne asked her 
mother why she have did not have friends to play with, the mother replied, “Because she is a girl.”

Marianne saw a girl called Omolara who was very sick just sitting outside in the cold.  When Marianne asked 
her mother why she did not go to the doctor, the mother replied, “Because she is a girl.”

Marianne looked in a mirror and saw a girl called Marianne.  She turned to her mother and said,

“Because I am a girl, I need to help all the other girls who do not have what I have.”

☙ After reading the story, ask the girls:

• When Marianne grows up, what do you think she will become?  What do you think she will do for all
the girls in the world?

• These are known as girls’ rights.  Such as the right to food, shelter and clothing, the right to education,
the right to recreation and play, and the right to quality healthcare and doctors.

• Here is paper and crayons.  Draw a poster to let people know about helping girls around the world and
girls’ rights.
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Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ What did you think of the story?  Do you think this happens in the world?

☙ How can we make others aware of girls’ rights?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ A World of Girls Journey  ☙ GS Ways Badge

Junior Activities
“Like a Girl…”
How many times have you been told you run ‘like a girl’, ‘fight like a girl’ or ‘throw like a girl’?  Lauren Greenfield, 
filmmaker and director, made the #LikeAGirl video in partnership with Always in 2014 to examine the impacts of 
these simple phrases, phrases girls still hear today almost six years later.

Materials

☙ Access to youtube ☙ Laptop, Projector, Screen (if possible)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• View the youtube video: Always #LikeAGirl (2014)  (www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs)

• Set up the location so the girls can view the video together.  Ideal set up is laptop with projector and
screen, but if not available consider what can be used for your location.

☙ At the event or meeting, introduce the youtube video:  Always #LikeAGirl (2014) (www.youtube.com
watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs)

• Ask the girls: By show of hands, how many of you have you been told you run ‘like a girl’ or ‘throw like
a girl’?  When you are told this, do you think of it as a compliment or an insult?  Raise hands for com-
pliment;  Now raise hands for insult.

Lauren Greenfield, filmmaker and director, partnered with Always to make “Like A Girl” video in 2014.  
The goal was redefine this phrase into a positive comment; a compliment.

☙ After viewing the video, ask the girls:

• What did you think of the video?

• This video was made in 2014.  Do you think your peers still have the same concepts of ‘…like a girl’ in
today’s world as shown in the beginning of the video?

• What might you say next time someone says to ‘you run like a girl’ or ‘you throw like a girl’?

Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ Now that you have seen the video and listened to comments, what can you change in your daily life to
make ‘like a girl.’ an empowering statement?

☙ How could you make a change in your community to make ‘like a girl..’ an empowering statement?
Your nation? Your world?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Free Being Me Badge  ☙ aMuse Journey 
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“Gender Lightbulb”
When was the moment when you become aware that you are treated differently because of your gender? For 
example, girls not being able to play football or a boy told not to play with dolls. Being aware of different ‘rules’ for 
boys and girls, feeling uncomfortable because of your gender in a certain situation – This was your ‘lightbulb
moment’.

Materials

☙ Card Stock Paper ☙ Hole Punch

Shaped Like a Lightbulb (Appendix H) ☙ Hula Hoop

☙ Markers ☙ Poster Board (Storyboard) divided into 8 Frames

☙ String ☙ Scissors

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Print and cut out lightbulbs (Appendix H), enough for each girl to have 3-5 lightbulbs.

• Divide the poster board into 8 equal squares for the girls to use as a storyboard

• Make an example lightbulb with hole punch and string.

☙ At the event or meeting, ask the girls:

• Think about this question – When did you get that society expects different things from boys and
 girls? Think about some examples in your life.

• These are what we are going to call your gender lightbulb moments.

• Take up to 5 lightbulbs each, and write one gender lightbulb moment per paper lightbulb.  If you can
 only think of a couple that is fine.

• Using the hole punch, punch a hole at the top, then place a section of string through the hole.  Not all
 the strings should to be the same length.

☙ Ask the girls:

• To share their gender lightbulb moments.

• Do any of these surprise you?  Did you all have similar moments?

• Attach their lightbulbs on the hula hoop.  This should look like a paper chandelier.  (If you can find a
 place to hang it, please do so.)

☙ Explain to the girls:
• Look for similarities in these gender lightbulb moments.  Is there a common theme or common event
 on a group of the lightbulbs?

• Give the girls the poster board and markers.  Ask them to write a storyboard in 8 frames only, using
the common theme or event from their gender lightbulbs

• Storyboard:  a sequence of drawings, typically with some directions and dialogue, representing the
shots planned for a movie or television production

• If time:  Either have the girls video their story or develop a skit to present to younger girls.

Debrief/Discussion

☙ How can we challenge these stereotypes?

☙ What can you do about the issues identified in the gender lightbulbs?  How about in your local community,
 your state and so?
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Badge/Journey Links

☙ Free Being Me Badge  ☙ aMuse Journey 

Cadette Activities
“What Would You Change for Girls?”
For International Day of the Girl 2017, Plan International Australia interviewed eighteen girls, aged 10 to 17 and asked 
them, “What would you change for girls?” This video is an insight into how these girls view their experiences in 
their world, the inequalities, and their hopes for the future.

Materials

☙ Access to youtube

☙ Laptop, Projector, Screen (if possible)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• View the youtube video: Listen:  International Day of the Girl – Plan International Australia (2017) 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vu4sxjQj0ys)

• Set up the location so the girls can view the video together.  Ideal set up is laptop with projector and
screen, but if not available consider what can be used for your location, even if it means all on their 
phones, or looking at a laptop.

☙ At the event or meeting, introduce the youtube video:  Listen:  International Day of the Girl –
Plan International Australia (2017)  (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vu4sxjQj0ys)

Plan International Australia, partnering with Wellcom Worldwide, interviewed eighteen Australian girls 
ages 10 to 17.  The goal was gain rare insight into how this group experiences their world, how they felt 
about inequality, and their hopes for the future.

☙ After viewing the video, ask the girls: (Note: tradies is a tradesman)

• What did you think?

• What parts did you agree with? Any parts you did not agree with?

• What other comments might you add if you were being interviewed?

Debrief/Discussion
Discuss with the girls:

☙ Now that you have considered these comments, how could you make them part of your daily life?

☙ How can you make changes to incorporate these comments for your community?  Your nation?
Your world?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Finding Common Ground Badge              ☙ GS Ways Badge ☙ MEdia Journey

“Celebrate Girls!”
Unless you have been living under a very well insulated rock, you know all about international activist Malala 
Yousafzai, the incredible 18-year-old women's rights campaigner who already has a Nobel Peace Prize.  Her rise to 
global prominence has been a great advancement in the fight for girls around the world and brought attention to 
education inequality, one of the biggest issues facing girls worldwide today.  But there are countless other young 
women who are making a difference across the world, so let’s learn about them!  (Appendix I contains a list and 
short bios for some young women making a difference;  Appendix J contains bios for GSUSA 2017 and 2018
National Gold Award Girl Scouts).
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Materials

☙ Poster Board (2 or more if large group) ☙ Paper

☙ Markers ☙ Colored Pencils

☙ Glue ☙ Scrap Paper & Pens

☙ Scissors

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• Print the bios on the young women making a difference in the world (or come up with some of your
own). Include the pictures (Appendix I). Cut the pages so that each bio is on a slip of paper by itself.

• Depending on the number of girls, you may decide to also use the GSUSA National Young Women of
Distinction and National Gold Award Girl Scouts. If so, print, include the trefoils, and cut apart the bios.  
(Appendix J)

☙ At the event or meeting, ask the girls:

• Do you know of any young women who are making a difference in the world?  Who?  What are
they doing?

• Have you heard of Malala Yousafzai?  (Explain who she is and what she has done to date).

☙ Explain to the girls:
Now, you are going to learn about some other young women making a difference in the world.

• Ask the girls to select a bio (or project) of one of the young women.

• Ask the girls to read the bio (or project) of the young woman she selected, then buddy up.

• With their buddy, they need to tell each other about the young woman they selected.  They should be
able to explain how the young woman (or her project) is making a difference in the world.

• Each girl should try to summarize the young woman’s bio in a few powerful words to be used on
the poster later. Ask their buddy for help.

• Take notes at this point (scrap paper & pens) to use when making the poster.

☙ Making the poster (one poster for the group):

• Explain the purpose of the poster:

The goal of the poster is to educate others about young women who are making difference in 
the world.

• Have the girls decide on a title for the poster.  Examples could be: “Making a Difference”, “Celebrating
Young Women”, “One Change, Makes a Difference”, so on.

• Have the girls start designing the poster.  The group should agree on the design before they start to
write or glue anything on the poster.  Be sure to include the following:

• Title

• Young Women’s Pictures & Names  (GSUSA Awardees use trefoils)

• Powerful Words for each young woman

☙ If time:  Share your poster with other girls.

Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ What did you learn about young women making a difference in the world?

☙ Did you see a common message or theme among the young women?  What was it?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Finding Common Ground Badge ☙ GS Ways Badge
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Senior Activities
“This Girl was on Fire!”
At the closing of the Girl Scouts of USA National Convention 2014 in Salt Lake City, Girl Scout Vivienna Wolfgramm 
stepped up to sing.  When we saw this little Girl Scout walk across the stage, we all expected some Girl Scout 
songs to close out the convention. Then she opened her mouth and started singing!  (Appendix K is reference for 
the lyrics of Girl on Fire).

Materials

☙ Access to youtube 

☙ Laptop, Projector, Screen (if possible)

☙ Copies of the lyrics (Appendix K)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• View the youtube video:  Girl Scouts of the USA 2014 National Convention - Closing Ceremonies 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xeflxguo-Vg)

• Set up the location so the girls can view the video together.  Ideal set up is laptop with projector and
screen, but if not available consider what can be used for your location, even if it means all on their 
phones, or looking at a laptop.

☙ At the event or meeting, introduce the youtube video:  Girl Scouts of the USA 2014 National Convention -
Closing Ceremonies (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xeflxguo-Vg)

This video was taken at the GSUSA 2014 National Convention in Salt Lake City.  It is not a professional 
video, so you will hear limited talking in the background.  Just prior to the video starting, the girl, Vivien-
na Wolfgramm also a Girl Scout, has been introduced to sing the closing song.

☙ After viewing the video, ask the girls:

• Why do you think this song was selected to close the convention?

• What does this song mean/represent to you?

☙ Pass out the lyrics, and have the girls read the lyrics. (Suggestions:  Section, then discuss;  Entire
song, then discuss;  what works for your group.)

• What do you think is meant by the lyrics?

• What do the lyrics mean to you?

• Here is what Alicia Keys says about Girl on Fire:

"Before making this record, in some ways I felt like a lion locked in a cage. I felt like a girl misun-
derstood that no one really knew, I felt like it was time to stop making excuses for any part of my 
life that I wanted to change. Once I made that choice I became a Girl on Fire, the lion broke free!!"  
Alicia Keys

“…Girl On Fire is about new beginnings, new perspectives and fresh starts. It’s about finding your 
own inner strength and channeling it in a way you’ve never tried before. To be “on fire” is to allow 
yourself the freedom to take full control of who you are and how you want to live your life. To live 
your passion and shine your light unabashedly!! It’s that moment you choose to claim your power 
and be extraordinary! With this album, I hope to empower you…”  Alicia Keys

• Does her comments change what the lyrics mean to you?

Debrief/Discussion
Discuss with the girls:

☙ What does “girl on fire” mean in your daily life?
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☙ How can you make changes to incorporate “girl on fire” for yourself?  Your community?  Your nation?
Your world?

Badge/Journey Links

 ☙ GS Ways Badge  ☙ Mission: Sisterhood Journey ☙ GIRLtopia Journey

“Where Do You Stand?”
This activity is to open conversation about opinions and raise awareness of gender stereotyping. The girls will learn 
what stereotyping is and then explore statements on gender stereotyping.

Materials

☙ Large Paper (Flip Chart Paper) ☙ Markers

☙ Printer/Copier Paper (Can cut in 1/2 or 1/4) ☙ Colored Pencils

☙ Tape ☙ If available: Magazines (add glue & scissors)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

• On a sheet of large paper, write AGREE, and place on one side of the room.

• On another sheet of paper, write DISAGREE and place on the opposite side of the room.

☙ At the event or meeting, ask the girls:

• Have you heard of stereotype?  What is it?

• Stereotype:  A simple idea that many people believe about a large group of people that is not true for
 everyone in that group. Example: All people from Maine wear flannel shirts!

☙ Give the girls the following directions for this section of the workshop:

• Prior to each statement, each of you will start in the middle of the room.

• Listen to the statement, then move to the AGREE or DISAGREE side.

• Why did you move to that side?

 • Continue reading statements (Appendix L) or add your own.  You do not need to do all the statements.

☙ Bring the girls back to one group, and ask:

• What stood out to you?

• What issues does this exercise raise?

• What can you do about these issues?  What support might you need?

☙ Have the girls divide into small groups of 4-6 girls, and give each group one sheet of large flip chart paper
 and printer/copier for every girl, plus markers or colored pencils.  Explain:

• As a group, take one of the statements or issues from this discussion to create a “mood” board for
sharing.  As a group, build a blueprint to visualize a story to go with the statement or issue, and then 
each girl or pair takes a piece of the story.

• On the paper, each girl or pair uses colors, images, drawings, bubble letters, etc to tell their part of the
story.

• As each group bring the individual pictures back together, and tape on the large sheet of flip chart
paper to tell your story.

• Tie the story pieces together with catchy captions.

• End product will be an “art” gallery

☙ Share your stories with each group.  If time:  Share with younger girls.
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Debrief/Discussion

Discuss with the girls:

☙ Does your ‘mood board’ share ideas on the perfect world for girls?

☙ Does your ‘mood board’ raise awareness on gender stereotyping and/or inequality?

☙ How might you make changes in your daily life to be more aware of these issues?

☙ How might you make others more aware of this type of stereotyping?

Badge/Journey Links

☙ Mission: Sisterhood Journey  ☙ GIRLtopia Journey

Ambassador Activities
Freedom For Girls
To promote International Day of the Girl in 2017, a short music video was produced to inspire girls to raise their 
voices for freedom. The film used Beyoncé’s song Freedom as the background music, and encouraged girls to use 
#freedomforgirls to tell what ‘freedom’ meant to them. (Appendix M is reference for the lyrics of Freedom).

Materials

☙ Access to youtube ☙ Laptop, Projector, Screen (if possible)

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:
• View the youtube video:  Freedom – International Day of the Girl (2017) (www.youtube.com
watch?v=3BMgV8jj9IU

• Set up the location so the girls can view the video together.  Ideal set up is laptop with projector and
screen, but if not available consider what can be used for your location, even if it means all on their 

phones, or looking at a laptop.

☙ At the event or meeting, start the discussion with:

“Every day girls around the world are fighting for their freedom.”  What does this mean to you?  Can 

you give me some examples?

☙ Allow the discussion to continue for 5 minutes or so, then introduce the youtube video:

A music video was produced for International Day of the Girl in 2017 to inspire girls to raise their voices 
for freedom.  Let’s watch it, and then we will discuss what freedom might mean to girls again.

☙ View the youtube video:  Freedom – International Day of the Girl (2017) (www.youtube.com/watch?v=3
MgV8jj9IU)

☙ Ask the girls:

• What did you think of the video?  Any part stand out to you?

• “Every day girls around the world are fighting for their freedom.”  What does this mean to you now? 
What changed?

Debrief/Discussion
Discuss with the girls:

☙ What does “fighting for freedom” mean in your daily life?

☙ How can you make changes to incorporate “fighting for freedom” for yourself? Your community?
 Your nation? Your world?
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Badge/Journey Links

☙ Public Policy Badge ☙ Bliss Journey

☙ GS Ways Badge  ☙ Your Voice, Your World Journey

“Be the Change You Want To See In the World”
The idea is to get girls thinking about how the media is both inhibited by social/cultural norms (using images and 
ideas expected by readers) and responsible for maintaining these expectations (so what readers see is what they 
come to expect). One interesting thing to notice is that the same companies advertise in different ways, depending 
on the audience for the magazine, such as automobile ads. The ads in men's magazines emphasize speed, freedom, 
and sex, the ads in women's magazines emphasize beauty, sexuality, bonds.

Materials

☙ Magazines (Read by Teenagers, Male & Female) ☙ Markers

☙ Scissors ☙ Poster Board

☙ Glue or Tape

Directions

☙ Prior to the event or meeting:

 • Contact girls/troops attending to please bring magazines the girls read and magazines such as Sports
Illustrated, or another type that might be read by a male peer.

• Print G.I.R.L. Posters (Pages 45-48) on cardstock and attach to the poster board, each in a corner of the
large poster board.

☙ At the event or meeting, ask the girls to:

• Define go-getter, innovator, risk-taker, or leader on the appropriate G.I.R.L.  sheets.  Leave space on
each sheet for other items

• Search through the magazines for examples that supports or counters G.I.R.L.  traits, or traditional
gender roles and stereotypes. These examples can be in text, images, advertisements, etc. Be sure to 
look for the same product advertised in magazines considered to be read by females and in magazines 
considered to be read by males.

• Post the examples you find from both types of magazines on the appropriate G.I.R.L. sheets.

☙ Discuss with the girls:

• What did you post under each letter that supports that trait? That counters that trait? Why? Anyone
have anything to add?

• Did any of you find ads of the same product advertised in two different magazines, trying to appeal to
different genders of readers? Explain what you found. Which ad did you prefer? Did they really need two 
separate ads?

Debrief/Discussion:

☙ How can advertisers do better with gender equality?

☙ How would you advocate for these changes?  Who can help you?

☙ How can you raise awareness?

☙ How can you change the way ads portray genders?

☙ If time:  Share your poster and results with younger girls.
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Badge/Journey Links

☙ Public Policy Badge ☙ Bliss Journey

☙ GS Ways Badge  ☙ Your Voice, Your World Journey

☙ Justice Journey 

Closing Activities
A closing activity is designed to summarize what the girls have learned, experienced and accomplished for
International Day of the Girl.

Closing #1 – Gender Words
The goal of this quick activity is to summarize and reinforce what the girls have learned about gender neutral 
terms.

Materials

☙ List of Gender Specific Words (such as Appendix B)

Directions

☙ Have the girls form a closing circle

☙ Explain that one of the Gender Specific Words are going to be said, and the girls need to reply with a
Gender Neutral option

☙ Start with simple ones, such as policeman, fireman… and continue for about 10 words

☙ Then close with a normal Girl Scout closing circle

Closing #2 – I am a Girl, …
The goal of this quick activity is to summarize and reinforce what the girls have learned about today, such as about 
being a girl, girls’ rights, gender equality and so on.

Materials

☙ None

Directions

☙ Have the girls form a closing circle

☙ Explain you are going to go around the circle, and say “I am a Girl, ...”
and each person needs to finish the sentence with something they 
learned today.  Examples could be:  “…I can be anything I want.”, 
“…I have a right to education.” And so 

☙ Then close with a normal Girl Scout
closing circle
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Additional Resources
Girl Scouts of USA Global Action Days Toolkit
Located on the Volunteer Toolkit under Resources

A toolkit developed by GSUSA covering nine global action days and is designed to help volunteers en-
gage girls on these global days of action.

Girl Scouts of USA G.I.R.L. Agenda:
www.girlscouts.org/en/g-i-r-l-agenda.html

A nonpartisan initiative to inspire, prepare, and mobilize girls and those who care about them to lead 
positive change through civic action.

Day of the Girl Summit
www.dayofthegirlsummit.org/

The Day of the Girl Summit brings girls and girl-serving organizations together to celebrate the Interna-
tional Day of the Girl.

Day of the Girl-US
www.dayofthegirl.org/

Day of the Girl-US is a 100% youth-led movement fighting for gender justice and youth rights.  Day of 
the Girl-US is the United States arm of the International Day of the Girl movement.

UNICEF
www.unicef.org/gender-equality

UNICEF works all over the world to empower girls and women, and to ensure their full participation in 
political, social, and economic systems.  UNICEF works with girls to amplify their voices and stand up 
for their rights
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Appendix A – Occupation Pictures
(page 1)

Print on card stock for Start-Up Activity “It’s A Man’s Job!  But We Can Change That!
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Print on card stock for Start-Up Activity “It’s A Man’s Job!  
But We Can Change That!”

Airline Pilot Chef Meteorologist

Archaeologist Custodian Military Personnel

Architect Daycare Attendant Miner

Artist Dentist Newscaster

Astronaut Doctor Nurse

Astronomer Draftsman Oil Rigger

Atomic Engineer Farmer Painter

Auto Mechanic Figure Skater Plumber

Banker Fireman Policeman

Baseball Player Football Player President of USA

Bio-Hazard Engineer Geologist Scientist

Business Leader Judge Waitress

Carpenter Lawyer Welder

Cartoonist Lumberjack Zoologist
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Appendix B –
Gender Specific Flashcard Words

Use some of these words to create Gender Specific Flashcards or come up with 
additional words.

☙ “You Guys”

☙ Anchorman

☙ Bachelor’s Degree

☙ Chairman

☙ Cleaning Lady

☙ Congressman

☙ Dear Sir

☙ Fisherman

☙ Forefathers

☙ Foreman

☙ Freshman

☙ Gentleman’s Agreement

☙ Lady Luck

☙ Maiden voyage

☙ Mailman

☙ Manhole – Manhole Cover

☙ Mankind

☙ Man-made

☙ Man-on-man Defense

☙ Manpower

☙ Men Working Ahead

☙ Meter Maid

☙ No Man’s Land

☙ Old Wives’ Tale

☙ Repairman

☙ Sportsmanship

☙ Tomboy

☙ Weatherman

☙ Where No Man Has Gone Before

☙ Woman’s Intuition

☙ Workmanship
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Appendix C –
The Watering Hole Obstacles

Use some of these obstacle cards with the All Levels activity “The Watering Hole” to 
add time, to make it more authentic and add interest.

Daisy:
You just tripped and fell. You are okay, but all 
your water spilled! You must go back to the 
watering hole and refill your water container.

Daisy:
Some of your friends don’t have to carry water, 
so they are playing tag as they follow their 
mothers and sisters.  You start to join in but 
then you spill some of the water your family so 
badly needs.

Decision – Do you go back and refill your 
water container or do you go home with your 
remaining water, get a different container and go 
back to the watering hole for additional water?

Brownie:
You just saw a snake.  It was just sunning itself 
on the path. You did avoid it, but you dropped 
your water!  You must go back to the watering 
hole and refill your water container.

Brownie:
The walk is long and hard, so you decide to sit 
down and take a rest.  As you get up, you spill 
some of the water your family so badly needs.

Decision – Do you go back and refill your 
water container or do you go home with your 
remaining water, get a different container and go 
back to the watering home for additional water?

Junior:
You heard something rustling in the underbrush 
next to the path, so you started to run. Most of 
your water sloshed out of your container! You 
must go back to the watering hole and refill your 
water container.

Junior:
You just saw one of your friends some distance 
ahead.  You run to catch up with her, but at the 
same time you spill some of the water your 
family so badly needs.

Decision – Do you go back and refill your 
water container or do you go home with your 
remaining water, get a different container and go 
back to the watering home for additional water?

Cadette:
Your brother told you he would walk you to 
school if you were back by the time he left for 
school, otherwise your father will not allow you 
to go.  You decide to rush today, but as careful 
as you were most of your water sloshed out 
of your container!  So you must go back to the 
watering hole and refill your water container.  No 
school today.

Cadette:
As you are walking back from the watering hole, 
some of the other girls your age start making 
fun of you about still going to school.  To get 
away from them and their jealous words, you 
walk faster, only you spill some of the water your 
family so badly needs.

Decision – Do you go back and refill your 
water container or do you go home with your 
remaining water, get a different container and go 
back to the watering home for additional water?
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Senior:
Today you were running late leaving home 
for the watering hole, so on your way to the 
watering hole you meet most of the other girls 
and women returning home.  You know it is 
always best to travel in a group, but your family 
needs the water, so you continue on to the 
watering hole.  On your way home, you notice 
on the path ahead is the old female lion that 
has been preying on the village’s livestock.  In 
a group, you would be safe, but you are alone 
– what now?  You decide to make lots of noise, 
bang on your water container, yell and so on, just 
as your father taught you.  As the old female lion 
finally wanders off, you look down at your water 
container and most of the water is gone. You 
must go back to the watering hole and refill your 
water container.

Senior:
As you are walking back from the watering hole, 
you meet up with some of the other young 
women your age.  All of you decide to sit down, 
rest and gossip for a few minutes.  As you are 
getting up, one of the other young women 
accidentally knocks over your water container, 
spilling some of the water your family so badly 
needs.

Decision – Do you go back and refill your 
water container or do you go home with your 
remaining water, get a different container and 
then go back to the watering home for additional 
water?

Ambassador:
Today you are tired and day dreaming.  You 
were up late last night mending clothes for your 
brothers so they could go to school.  Why can’t 
you go to school?  Why do you always have to 
do all this work around the house?  If only, you 
could go to school, you could get a job, and… 
Wow, you just realized you wandered off the 
path, and spilled your water at the same time.  
Now, you must go back to the watering hole and 
refill your water container.

Ambassador:
As you are walking back from the watering hole, 
some of the other young women your age start 
asking you why you are not married yet; why 
do you still live at home; why do you still go to 
school, and so on.  To get away from them and 
the personal questions, you walk slower and 
slower, until they are way in front of you.  Only 
then do you do realize you are being followed, 
so you run to catch up and in the process spill 
some of the water your family so badly needs..

Decision – Do you go back and refill your 
water container or do you go home with your 
remaining water, get a different container and 
then go back to the watering home for additional 
water?
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Appendix D – Play Ball
Rules for All Levels Activity – Play Ball. Print this page so you can go over the rules with 

each team. Remind the teams, rules are different for each team.

Team B Rules:

☙ You can touch the ball with your hands;  you can carry the ball;  you can run with the ball; 
you can kick the ball;  you can throw the ball;  you can pass the ball;  you can hand-off the 
ball and so on…Almost everything is allowed.

☙ The goalie can touch the ball with her hands; hand-off the ball and throw the ball.

☙ The goal you are defending is smaller in size.

☙ The goal you are shooting on is normal in size.

☙ Your team has 75% more girls on the field then Team G (not counting the goalies).  If your
team has 10 players on the field, 75% is 7.5, so Team G can only have 2 players on the field.

☙ If you waiting to play or standing on the sidelines, your job is to CHEER for your team.

Team G Rules:

☙ Your rules are the most like normal soccer rules, except:

☙ You cannot touch the ball with your hands.

☙ The goalie cannot touch the ball with her hands either; rest of the body is allowed.

☙ The goal you are defending is the normal size.

☙ The goal you are shooting on is smaller in size.

☙ Your team can only have 25% or less girls on the field then Team B (not counting the
goalies).  If Team B has 10 players on the field, 25% is 2.5, so your team can have 2 players 
on the field.

☙ If you waiting to play or standing on the sidelines, your job is to CHEER for your team.
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Appendix E – Change the World
Change the World
Sesame Street
You know I'm a girl who's gonna change the world.

She's gonna change the world,
She’s gonna make the world a better world.

When I grow up, oh, what can I be?
Well take a look and see.
I'm gonna be that best me that I can be.

You know I'm gonna change the world.

You know she's the girl who's gonna change the world,
She's gonna change the world,
She's gonna make the world a better world.

Can I be a doctor?
Oh, absolutely I can be an M.D.
And help the sick become healthy.

You know she's the girl who's gonna change the world,
She's gonna change the world,
She's gonna make the world a better world.

Can I be a judge?
Well, my answer is sure.
Yes I'm happy to report I can be a judge
That serves the court.

You know she's the girl who's gonna change the world,
She's gonna change the world,
She's gonna make the world a better world.

Can I be an astronaut who travels so far?
Yes, I reach for the stars.
I'm gonna be the first person on Mars.

You know she's the girl who's gonna change the world,
She's gonna change the world,
She's gonna make the world a better world.

Nothing's gonna stop me.
Nothing's gonna get in my way.
I'm going to make a difference.
Gonna start today!

Can I be the president?
Yeah, I'm positive.
If in the White House I live,
I'd make an awesome chief executive.

You know she's the girl who's gonna change the world,
She's gonna change the world,
She's gonna make the world a better world.

I can be anything.
You know that it's true.
I can be anything.
Well, how about you?
You can be anything.
Can you make this world a better world?
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Appendix F – Girls’ Rights
Print on card stock for Daisy Level Girls’ Rights Activity.
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Appendix G – I Am a Girl

I Am A Girl
PlayKids
I am a girl
I am a girl, I can go anywhere
Take on the world, I can go where I want to
When I want to
Oh, I am a girl, and I can do anything
Living life and I’m on top of this world
Here comes this girl
I can learn to fly
Write my name across the sky
I can sail the sea 
All I need is just me
Everyday’s my turn
To be strong, be brave and I will learn
How to count on me 
Wait and see what I’ll be 
I am a girl, I can go anywhere

Take on the world, I can go where I want to
When I want to
Oh, I am a girl, and I can do anything
Living life and I’m on top of this world
Here comes this girl   
I could help birds fly
Or be a doctor, helping lots of lives
I’ll be the main event
Or better yet, I’ll be president
It’s all up to me
I’ll be a programmer, lawyer or I’ll teach
Other girls to learn 
And let them know, it’s their turn
It’s our turn
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Appendix H – Light Bulb
Print on card stock for the Junior Level “Gender Lightbulb” activity.
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Appendix I – Celebrate Girls!
Young women changing the world for Cadette Level “Celebrate Girls!” activity.

☙ Behnaz Shafiei (Iran)

☙ Yasmine Yehia Moustafa (Egypt)

☙ Shamma bint Suhail Faris Mazrui (United Arab Emirates)

☙ Bana Alabed (Syria)

☙ Amariyanna Copeny (United States)

☙ Emma Gonzalez (United States)

☙ Greta Thunberg (Sweden)

☙ Melati and Isabel Wijsen (Bali, Indonesia)

☙ Malala Yousafzai (Pakistan)

Behnaz Shafiei: Behnaz Shafiei has become a symbol of 
the shifting social norms for women in Iran, realizing her dream of 
becoming a professional motocross rider despite living in a country 
where she is not allowed to ride on public roads.  Her passion for 
hurdling over dirt hills has led her to leap cultural and legal barriers 
in Iran, and she finally got a concession from Iran’s sports ministry to 
stage the country’s first ever all-female motorbike race in 2017.  The 
race marked the end of a three-year campaign for women’s rights in 
Iran, despite women still being barred from motorbike riding in public 
by modesty laws.

Yasmine Yehia Moustafa: Yasmine Yehia Moustafa, 
18-year-old Egyptian high schooler, developed the water filtration 
system as her capstone project at the Maadi STEM School for Girls in 
Cairo, Egypt.  Her project tackled the power of rice straw, which Egypt 
has been suffering from its pollution for many years.  She began her 
research with the intention of only producing a better water filtration 
system, Yasmine soon discovered that her invention could do more:  
burning rice straw to distill and purify the water also produced 
biodiesel and hydrogen, which can be used as sustainable energy 
sources and help reduce air pollution.

Shamma bint Suhail Faris Mazrui: In February 2016, 
Al Mazrui became the youngest government minister in the world 
at the age of 22.  She is an Emirati politician, currently serving as 
Minister of State for Youth Affairs in the United Arab Emirates.  Her 
role is to create a bridge between the government and young people, 
represent their issues and aspirations on the ministerial council 
and develop a strategy for improving their lives and engagement in 
society.  Al Mazrui has established "youth circles" which allow young 
people to register to participate in consultative meetings exploring 
significant issues such as climate change and education.
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Bana Alabed:  Bana Alabed, born in 2009 in Aleppo, Syria, 
is known worldwide for her tweets during the siege of the city 
in 2016 and for her subsequent calls for peace and an end to all 
global conflict.  In December 2016, Bana and her family were safely 
evacuated Turkey.  She made headlines by appealing to world leaders 
to help Syria. She wrote an open letter to US President Donald Trump, 
asking him to help the children of the country. Bana recently wrote 
and published a book, “Dear World: A Syrian Girl’s Story of War and 
Plea for Peace”, to tell the world her story about the child in Syria.  
Bana has a simple hope for the world: “I want all the children to go to 
school. I want them to live in peace. I don’t want them to lose hope.”

Amariyanna Copeny: When she was 8-years-old, 
Amariyanna “Mari” Copeny wrote a letter to President Obama, asking 
him to meet with her and a group of people coming to Washington 
D.C. to watch congressional hearings on the Flint, Michigan water 
crisis. He responded with a letter announcing that instead, he was 
coming to Flint to ensure the people receive the help they need and 
deserve.  Seven months later, President Obama authorized $100 
million to repair Flint’s water system.  “His trip proved to me that a 
kid can change the world,” Mari says.  “There is so much you can do 
as a kid to really help change your community and the world. Never 
let anyone tell you that you can’t change the world because you can.”  
Mari is now working on ensuring every child in Flint has a backpack 
and school supplies to start this school year.

Emma Gonzalez:  As a high school senior, Emma Gonzalez 
survived the February 2018 Stoneman Douglas High School shooting 
in Parkland, Florida.  In response, she has become an American 
activist and advocate for gun control, co-founding the gun-control 
advocacy group Never Again MSD.  Emma gave a viral speech against 
gun violence on the lack of action by politicians funded by the 
NRA, and helped organize the March for Our Lives. Speaking at the 
demonstration, she led a moment of silence for the victims of the 
massacre; she stood on stage for six minutes, which she observed 
was the length of the shooting spree itself.

 
Greta Thunberg:  In August 2018, Greta Thunberg, at age 15, 
began protesting outside the Swedish parliament about the need for 
immediate action to combat climate change after Sweden’s hottest 
summer in 262 years.  Her "Friday school strike for the climate" 
began attracting media attention and she has since become an 
outspoken climate activist.  On March 15, 2019, an estimated 1.4 
million students in 112 countries around the world joined her call in 
striking and protesting, with a similar event involving students from 
125 countries on May 24, 2019.  Greta has warned the global leaders 
that "I don't want you to be hopeful. I want you to panic. I want you to 
feel the fear I feel every day. And then I want you to act. I want you to 
act as you would in a crisis. I want you to act as if the house was on 
fire—because it is."  She is now sailing across the Atlantic Ocean to 
attend the United Nations Climate Action Summit in New York City in 
September 2019.
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Melati and Isabel Wijsen:  Melati and Isabel Wijsen, two 
sisters from the Indonesian island of Bali, campaigned to ban plastic 
bags locally and reduce the impact of plastic waste globally.  The law 
banning single-use plastic for Bali was signed in 2019.  Indonesia is 
the second largest plastic polluter in the world -- its plastic waste 
accounts for 10% of marine plastic pollution.  Melati and Isabel 
founded an organization called Bye Bye Plastic Bags, an NGO driven by 
young people with a vision of a world free of plastic bags and where 
the young generation are empowered to take action.  "If we could 
meet with world leaders and speak to them, we would tell them to 
listen more to the youth, consider us as more than just inspiration. 
We have bright innovative ideas of how to deal with some of the 
greatest issues of our time," says Melati.  "We are the future, but we 
are here now, and we're ready. We've learned kids can do things. We 
can make things happen."

Malala Yousafzai:  Malala Yousafzai defied the Taliban as 
a young girl in Pakistan, demanding girls be allowed to receive an 
education. After the Taliban began attacking girls' schools in 2008, 
Malala gave a speech titled "How dare the Taliban take away my basic 
right to education?"  When she was just 11 years old, Malala began 
blogging for the BBC about living under the Taliban's threats to deny 
her an education.  She continued to speak out about the rights of all 
women to an education.  Her activism resulted in a nomination for 
the International Children's Peace Prize and the Pakistan's National 
Youth Peace Prize in 2011, but soon Malala and her family learned 
the Taliban had issued a death threat against her because of this 
activism.  On October 9, 2012, Malala, only 15, was riding a bus with 
friends on their way home from school, a masked gunman boarded 
the bus and demanded to know which girl was Malala.  The gunman 
fired at her, hitting Malala in the left side of her head, and injuring two 
of her friends.  Malala recovered and on her 16th birthday in 2013, 
she spoke at the United Nations highlighting her focus on education 
and women's rights and urging world leaders to change their policies.  
In October 2014, Malala became the youngest person to receive the 
Nobel Peace Prize, at just 17 years old.
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Appendix J – GSUSA National
Gold Award Girl Scouts

Young women changing the world for Cadette Level “Celebrate Girls!” activity.

2018 GSUSA National Gold Award Girl Scouts
☙ Caroline – Feeding Tomorrow: To protect pollinators, Caroline set up the first municipal solar 
pollinator gardens in her state. Working with her governor and state officials, she secured state funding 
for pollinator research and habitat development. In addition, she helped create and advocate for 
legislation to develop guidelines for vegetation-management plans. The legislation, which passed both 
the New York State Senate and Assembly, is currently awaiting the governor’s signature to become law.

☙ Haley – Love for Life: To address a lack of mental health knowledge and curricula in her state, Haley 
developed We Stand Together, a comprehensive, multi-level program that offers age-appropriate mental 
health education for students in grades K–12.

☙ Kelly – A Lifetime of Healthy Listening: Kelly set out to inform teens, parents, and educators about 
this permanent, yet preventable, form of hearing damage – noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) – caused by 
their exposure to damaging levels of sound from personal audio devices and noisy entertainment venues

☙ Nikole – Veteran Voices: With a keen interest in the power of history and storytelling to unite people, 
Nikole decided to share the untold stories of local heroes and veterans with her broader community.

☙ Sakshi – Fight for Girls: Working with Amnesty International and Girls Learn International, Sakshi 
learned about gender-based violence and was inspired to tackle the issues of human trafficking and 
child marriage. Sakshi created Project GREET (Girl Rights: Engage, Empower, Train) in which she designed, 
created, and distributed documentary films, a training curriculum, a website, and a YouTube playlist to 
engage and educate audiences on these topics. Sakshi also wrote an extensive curriculum, “Guidelines to 
Rehabilitate Young Trafficked Girls,” a tool for activist organizations to set up vocational training programs 
for girls who are at risk of being trafficked or were previously trafficked. Working with 35 partner 
organizations, Sakshi’s films have been screened in over 59 locations in 15 countries. She also presented 
Project GREET materials at the United Nations’ 62nd Commission on the Status of Women, where she 
discussed child marriage; trafficking-prevention laws; and cultural practices with ambassadors, activists, 
and survivors.

☙ Sarah – Powering Education with Ingenuity: In some regions of the world, girls can miss up to 20 
percent of school a year during their periods because of the high cost or lack of menstrual products. 
Sarah traveled to rural Bolivia, where she organized eight workshops that taught girls, families, and 
educators how to sew washable pads so girls can continue with their education uninterrupted.
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☙ Selina – Bridging the Gender Gap in STEM: Selina launched GirlsFIRST Jr., a program that sparks 
girls' curiosity in STEM through engaging, hands-on activities in a supportive, all-girl learning environment. 
Selina developed workshops, coding seminars, and other resources to promote girls’ education and 
innovation in science and technology. Through events she hosted worldwide, including China, she 
reached over 7,000 girls ages 10–13, parents, and educators. With her team, she also designed a STEM 
toolkit containing student activities, an instructive manual and videos on how to host STEM camps, and a 
STEM Storybook for elementary educators available in six languages.
 

☙ Shelby – Ocean Guardian: Shelby founded the nonprofit Jr Ocean Guardians to combat waste and 
defend the environment. Initiating a movement called No Straw November, she encouraged people 
who don’t medically need a straw to reject unnecessary plastic straws during November. As a result of 
her advocacy, Shelby’s resolution proclaiming November to be No Straw November in California was 
approved by the state legislature.

☙ Susan – Empowering Mayan Communities: Susan learned about a town in Guatemala where 
children spoke a local Mayan dialect only, rather than also speaking the country's official language of 
Spanish, thus struggling in primary school. Their illiteracy was often linked to difficult life outcomes, like 
dropping out of school and experiencing poverty. To promote literacy and primary school readiness, 
Susan partnered with Guatemala SANA, recruiting Spanish speakers to record children's audiobooks, 
setting up a library, and establishing regular language programs. 

 ☙ Trinity – Healing Young Hearts: Recognizing the healing power of art therapy, Trinity set out to help 
teen girls with mental illnesses and emotional challenges learn healthy ways of coping. Trinity taught girls 
about art expression as a means of achieving mindfulness and supporting their mental well-being.

 2017 GSUSA National Gold Award Girl Scouts
☙ Lea – Superheroes of the Sea: Lea developed the Chesapeake Bay Oyster Restoration and an oyster 
recycling program. She collected approximately 41,000 oyster shells, returning those shells to the Bay in 
reefs she constructed on the Layfette River in Norfolk, Virginia. Those shells filter more than 20 million 
gallons of water per day. Lea established partnerships with local businesses and developed a campaign 
to increase public knowledge which has allowed this oyster recycling program to thrive. Local restaurants 
are actively participating in the program, with volunteers working at the collection center drop-off site. 
The collection center is now promoted as a Virginia public drop-off location by the Chesapeake Bay 
Foundation.

☙ Elizabeth – Spreading the Buzz:  Elizabeth chose to address the public’s lack of knowledge and fear 
of bees, especially among children, by addressing the need for legislative awareness and support for 
bees on a state and local level, and the need for habitat protection. Her efforts to “Educate! Legislate! 
Populate!” began with training a team to present dozens of fun, hands-on educational activities, 
displays, and workshops. Through her efforts, she was able to reach thousands of people across New 
York, Europe, Japan, and Australia directly, and thousands more worldwide through social media. She 
taught adults and children about bees, and showed how anyone can help them by taking action. She 
teamed with local and state legislators, writing and promoting bee-friendly legislation. She brought 
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pressure through grassroots advocacy, including petitions, emails, and phone calls; resulting in Pollinator 
Awareness Week being established in towns and villages across the state and a bill passed in the New 
York State Assembly and Senate, and signed by Governor Cuomo.

☙ Caroline – Changing the World: Caroline’s project helped fuse the relationship between travelers 
and the local communities they’d visited. The organization she established places coin collection bins 
throughout her local airport’s terminals to collect passengers’ unwanted extra change for the benefit of 
charities. The bins promote local charities selected on a quarterly basis.

☙ Rajvi – Drought Sensors:  Rajvi developed soil moisture sensors and readers to help farmers 
conserve water and use less groundwater. The sensors are planted into the soil and allow farmers to read 
and determine the moisture level in the soil. Based on Rajvi's technology, farmers on average saved 25 
percent of their monthly water use and were able to better sustain their businesses during the California 
drought. She has since received a provisional patent on her product and is now working to make it 
accessible for all. 

☙ Vilmarie – Creating Awareness for MS and Cancer: Vilmarie set out to raise awareness about 
Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and cancer. She advocated for the approval of Senate Bill 1180 to create a 
required registry of people diagnosed with MS in Puerto Rico. The bill obtained unanimous approval of 
the measure by both Legislative Assemblies of Puerto Rico and was converted into Law 85—the first law 
of a required registry for MS in the world. Because of this law, genetic studies are already being carried 
out with Miami University as part of a study on the incidence of MS in the Hispanic population.

 ☙ Sharleen – STEM up 4 Youth: Sharleeninitiated the first-ever STEM program at a local Boys and 
Girls Club targeted at after-school programs for underserved children. Her goal was to ignite the kids' 
natural desires to learn and discover, by designing STEM curricula including fun, hands-on activities. She 
developed over 100 hands-on STEM activities and mobilized over 140 volunteers from 15 different schools 
to bring weekly STEM programs to underserved children. She has built an organization, STEMup4Youth 
that now has more than 40 partners around Southern California, reaching out to over 5,000 children.

☙ Angela – Rewire Society: Angela worked to address narrow standards of beauty in society, which 
can cause people of every age, race, height, and weight to develop varying amounts of insecurity 
and self-loathing. Angela used her love of storytelling and her photography and film-directing skills to 
create a powerful exhibition featuring people of all genders, ages, and backgrounds to spread positive 
images across social media. Each one of Angela’s exhibitions is held at a local business, and starts with 
a question, for example: “If you could change a standard that society upholds against you about your 
beauty, what would you take away?” followed by a group discussion, and ending with a final mystery 
challenge which involves facing an insecurity and rewiring the way you think about it by acquiring a new 
perspective. Angela then takes those responses and interprets them into photography, art, and video—all 
forms of media that can be understood across languages and cultures.

☙ Devika – Menstrual Hygiene in Rural India: Devikabrought menstrual hygiene education to girls in 
rural Rajasthan, India, her home country. Devika discovered that 23% of girls in rural areas of India quit 
school because of the lack of information and resources to support menstruation. She raised funds in 
her local community to purchase sanitary pad machines from a local Indian engineer, which she then 
took to remote villages in Rajasthan. These machines grind cotton, press the cotton into pads, and 
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disinfect the pads. The women villagers were then taught how to operate the machine and create a 
business from selling the sanitary pads. The machine is made to be self-sustainable.

☙ Maureen – Closing the Gender Gap: Maureen designed and created fashion accessories called 
“illumicize” that progressively light up in response to increases in heart rate. She also hosted a series of 
Catwalk Coding camps—instructional courses designed to attract low-income girls to STEM fields. At the 
all-girl camps, attendees constructed scaled-down versions of illumicize by creating and coding their 
own illuminating accessory. At the end of the five-day camps, the girls got to show off their skills on a 
blinking runway fashion show in front of their friends and family. Maureen's goal is to ensure that girls get 
the chance to embrace their inner engineer—while satisfying their inner fashionista, too!

☙ Yue – Hand in Hand: Yue worked to educate communities in China about the importance of 
sanitation in hospitals. After moving to the United States in 2014 as an exchange student from China, Yue 
learned the importance of clean hands. She realized doctors at local clinics in her community back in 
China did not wash or sanitize their hands in between seeing patients, and sanitizer was not commonly 
used or available in China. She took action by collecting donations of bottles of hand sanitizer, created 
posters and hundreds of brochures in both English and Chinese, hosted four lectures in community 
schools, and spent five days observing the local citizens. Because of her efforts, the local government is 
now sponsoring this project by providing hand sanitizer to local community hospitals every month
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Appendix K – Girl On Fire Song Lyrics

Girl On Fire
Alicia Keys

She's just a girl, and she's on fire
Hotter than a fantasy, longer like a highway
She's living in a world, and it's on fire
Feeling the catastrophe, but she knows she can fly away
Oh, she got both feet on the ground
And she's burning it down
Oh, she got her head in the clouds
And she's not backing down
This girl is on fire
This girl is on fire
She's walking on fire
This girl is on fire
Looks like a girl, but she's a flame
So bright, she can burn your eyes
Better look the other way
You can try but you'll never forget her name
She's on top of the world
Hottest of the hottest girls say
Oh, we got our feet on the ground
And we're burning it down
Oh, got our head in the clouds
And we're not coming down
This girl is on fire
This girl is on fire

She's walking on fire
This girl is on fire
Everybody stands, as she goes by
Cause they can see the flame that's in her eyes
Watch her when she's lighting up the night
Nobody knows that she's a lonely girl
And it's a lonely world
But she gon' let it burn, baby, burn, baby
This girl is on fire
This girl is on fire
She's walking on fire
This girl is on fire
Oh, oh, oh,
She's just a girl, and she's on fire

Songwriters:
Jeff Bhasker, Alicia Augello-Cook, Salaam Remi, Billy 
Squire, Nicki Minaj
Girl on Fire Lyrics ©:
Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC, Universal Music 
Publishing Group, Spirit Music Group
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Appendix L – Gender Stereotyping Statements
List of statements on gender stereotyping for Senior Level

“Where Do You Stand?” activity.

☙ People should go for a job they think they would be good at and are interested in.

☙ Math is really difficult.

☙ Your gender should have no impact on your subject choice for classes.

☙ I would always encourage my peers to do whatever subject they want.

☙ Nursing is best suited to women.

☙ Males and females are equal.

☙ Boys are better at Math.

☙ Encourage your friends to bake cookies, or prepare a meal.

☙ Girls do better in school than boys.

☙ Technology and robotics are boy subjects.

☙ I wouldn’t want to be the only girl in my class.

☙ Girls are better at sports than boys.

☙ The best job for you matches your skills, abilities, and best qualities.

☙ Girls like pink and boys like blue.

☙ All should know how to do laundry.

☙ Boys are more competitive than girls.

☙ Girls talk more than boys.

☙ Encourage your friends to try camping, hiking and other outdoor sports.
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Freedom
Beyoncé

Tryna rain, tryna rain on the thunder
Tell the storm I'm new
I'm a wall, come and march on the regular
Painting white flags blue
Lord forgive me, I've been running
Running blind in truth
I'ma rain, I'ma rain on this bitter love
Tell the sweet I'm new
I'm telling these tears, go and fall away, fall away
May the last one burn into flames
Freedom
Freedom
I can't move
Freedom, cut me loose
Singin', freedom
Freedom
Where are you?
'Cause I need freedom, too
I break chains all by myself
Won't let my freedom rot in hell
Hey! I'ma keep running
'Cause a winner don't quit on themselves
I'ma wade, I'ma wave through the waters
Tell the tide, "Don't move"
I'ma riot, I'ma riot through your borders
Call me bulletproof
Lord forgive me, I've been runnin'
Runnin' blind in truth
I'ma wade, I'ma wave through your shallow love
Tell the deep I'm new
I'm telling these tears, go and fall away, fall away
May the last one burn into flames

Freedom
Freedom
I can't move
Freedom, cut me loose
Singin', freedom
Freedom
Where are you?
'Cause I need freedom, too
I break chains all by myself
Won't let my freedom rot in hell
Hey! I'ma keep running
'Cause a winner don't quit on themselves

Songwriters:
Alan Lomax, Beyonce Gisselle Knowles, Carla Maria 
Williams, Dean Carlos Mcintosh, Frank Tirado, 
John A. Lomax, Jonathan Charles Coffer, Kendrick 
Duckworth, Robert Crenshaw
Freedom lyrics ©:
Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC, Warner Chappell 
Music, Inc, Kobalt Music Publishing Ltd

Appendix M – Freedom Song Lyrics
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